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Pro Windows 8.1 Development with XAML and C#Apress, 2014

	Windows 8.1 apps are revolutionizing development on the Windows platform. Fast, fluid, tactile and chrome-free, they provide a brand-new look and feel for Windows users.


	These apps rely on Microsoft's Windows 8 modern UI to provide their rich and engaging user experiences for both desktop and tablet users. The new UI in turn...
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Arduino and LEGO ProjectsApress, 2013

	We all know how awesome LEGO is, and more and more people are discovering how many amazing things you can do with Arduino. In Arduino and LEGO Projects, Jon Lazar shows you how to combine two of the coolest things on the planet to make fun gadgets like a Magic Lantern RF reader, a sensor-enabled LEGO music box, and even an...
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ABAP Performance TuningSAP Press, 2009

	This book is your guide for analyzing and optimizing ABAP source code (ABAP/4 and ABAP Objects). You’ll learn about the analysis tools and performance-relevant technologies, and you’ll discover how you can analyze existing source code and enhance your programming style. This is the resource you need to ensure that your ABAP...
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Mastering WiresharkPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Master Wireshark and train it as your network sniffer
	
		Impress your peers and get yourself pronounced as a network doctor
	
		Understand Wireshark and its numerous features with the aid of this fast-paced book packed with numerous screenshots, and become a pro at resolving network...
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React 16 Tooling: Master essential cutting-edge tools, such as create-react-app, Jest, and FlowPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		React 16 Tooling covers the most important tools, utilities, and libraries that every React developer needs to know - in detail.

	
		Key Features

		
			Each chapter presents meta-development solutions to help React developers
	
			The tools used are presented in a practical,...
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Hands-On Security in DevOps: Ensure continuous security, deployment, and delivery with DevSecOpsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Protect your organization's security at all levels by introducing the latest strategies for securing DevOps

	
		Key Features

		
			Integrate security at each layer of the DevOps pipeline
	
			Discover security practices to protect your cloud services by detecting fraud and...
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High Performance Datacenter Networks: Architectures, Algorithms, & Opportunities (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Datacenter networks provide the communication substrate for large parallel computer systems that form the ecosystem for high performance computing (HPC) systems and modern Internet applications. The design of new datacenter networks is motivated by an array of applications ranging from communication intensive climatology, complex material...
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Pro Node.js for DevelopersApress, 2013

	Since it’s creation in 2009, Node.js has grown into a powerful and increasingly popular asynchronous-development framework for creating highly-scalable network applications using JavaScript. Respected companies such as Dow Jones and LinkedIn are among the many organizations to have seen Node’s potential and adopted it into their...
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JavaServer Faces: Introduction by ExampleApress, 2014

	This book is about using JavaServer Faces to create and deploy interactive applications delivered to end users via a browser interface. JavaServer Faces is the component-based technology enabling easy development of such applications, especially applications of the type commonly needed in enterprise environments. JavaServerFaces:...
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Real World Windows 8 App Development with JavaScript: Create Great Windows Store Apps (Expert's Voice in Windows 8)Apress, 2013

	Real World Windows 8 App Development with JavaScript offers you practical advice and hard-earned insights that will help you create and publish apps to a worldwide market.


	Led by authors with deep Windows 8 app development experience, you’ll learn how to make the most of Microsoft’s APIs for hooking into...
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Automating Microsoft Azure with PowershellPackt Publishing, 2015

	Automate Microsoft Azure tasks using Windows PowerShell to take full control of your Microsoft Azure deployments


	About This Book

	
		Deploy and manage virtual machines, virtual networks, and an online database for application provisioning, maintenance, and high availability of your data
	...
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TensorFlow Machine Learning Cookbook: Over 60 recipes to build intelligent machine learning systems with the power of Python, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Skip the theory and get the most out of Tensorflow to build production-ready machine learning models

	
		Key Features

		
			Exploit the features of Tensorflow to build and deploy machine learning models
	
			Train neural networks to tackle real-world problems in Computer Vision and...
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